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Abstract

This article discusses the properties of the minimal entropy mar-
tingale measure in relation to the problem of real options valuations
in multinomial lattices. The methods are used to determine the post-
ponement option embedded in developable land and the value of an
expansion option. The methods presented provide an easy procedure
that can easily be used to valuate real options in higher dimensional
multinomial lattices. This helps us to go beyond the commonly used
binomial models in the valuation process.
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1 Introduction

The traditional approach used to valuate projects is based on the discounted
cash flow (DCF) method where projected future cash flows are discounted at
an appropriate cost of capital. One the failures of the traditional method is
that it does not account for managerial flexibility during the lifetime of the
project. While discussing real options approach to land valuation, it was noted
in [14] that if it is possible to postpone the development decision, the standard
rule can actually lead to premature development and underassessment of land
value. Therefore, in order to determine the value of a particular project, we
need to identify flexibilities such as scaling or postponement of the project
that are at the disposal of the managerial force. Once such options are iden-
tified, we need to determine their value which if added to the project in the
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traditional approach, would give the value of the project with options. Real
options analysis has become a popular analytical technique in the valuation
and management of such projects.

In real options analysis (ROA), one attempts to use the successes recorded
in the valuation of financial options to the world of project management.
Real options analysis treats explicitly the flexibility that is inherent in any
project development and offers an alternative complement to standard valua-
tion approaches[14].

In financial options analysis, the underlying asset is normally a tradeable
asset but this is not the case with project management. Therefore, to use
financial financial options theory in the area of project management, earlier
approaches assumed the existence of a surrogate asset. a surrogate asset is
defined in [13] as a tradeable asset whose price process is closely related to the
price process of the non-tradeable underlying asset of the real option. A basic
problem associated with such an assumption is that it is practically impossible
to find a financial security with pay-offs which match the value of the project
in every state of nature. If this were possible, then, the project would not
necessarily be a new one. It was observed in [13] that using a twin security
may lead to arbitrary prices which are consistent with absence of arbitrage and
risk-neutral valuation. In was noted in [15] that this (negative) phenomenon
arises from using surrogate assets whose information structure is somewhat
independent from the information of the underlying it is supposed to replace.
In other words, there is a danger that an appropriate twin security may not
be found.

It is recommended in [1] that the present value of the project without
flexibility1 be used as the appropriate twin security. Instead of looking for a
twin security in financial markets, we look at the project itself. It was stated in
[1] that the present value of the project without flexibility is the best unbiased
estimate of the market value of the project. What is more correlated with
the project than the project itself? With this assumption, binomial models
have successfully been used to model the development of projects and also
valuate options that can be experienced during the life time of the project.
This is because, with this assumption in place, the binomial model becomes a
complete market model and a replication argument similar to that in [4] can
easily be implemented. We can also use risk-neutral valuation approach since
there is a unique pricing functional.

As the following example illustrates, the replication argument fails in higher
dimension multinonomial lattices. This is because in such cases, markets are
generally incomplete.

1This basically means its value as depicted using the traditional net present value rule.
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Example 1 Development land valuation2

The owner of a piece of land has the option to develop a block of flats either
this year or next year in one of the following two designs. The first design
contains six flats and has construction costs of $480, 000; the second design
contains nine flats and has construction costs of $810, 000. The construction
costs are fixed for both years, but the sale price will vary in the second year.
The sale price per flat is $100, 000 this year and next year is either $150, 000
(up-state), $100, 000 (unchanged-state3) or $90, 000 (down state).

If the owner were to develop this year, she would build the six flats design
and her profit would be $120, 000(6 × $100, 000 − $480, 000). If she were to
wait until next year, she would develop the nine flats if the up-state occurred,
making a profit of $540, 000(9×$150, 000−$810, 000). If either the unchanged-
state or the down-state occurred, she would develop six flats design making a
profit of $120, 000(6×$100, 000−$480, 000) (respectively $60, 000(6×$90, 000−
$480, 000)).

For a given state, the net present value rule helps us to establish the optimal
design. For example, given conditions today, it is optimal to develop a six
flats design. On the other hand, the developer has a postponement option
at her disposal and this option will add value to the project. We illustrate
how the value of this option can be determined using the the minimal entropy
martingale measure. But before during this, we illustrate that the common
replication argument fails in this setting.

Let us suppose that there is a liquid security available for investment whose
price this year is $100, 000 but whose price next year can rise to $150, 000 with
probability p1, can state un-changed with probability p2 or can fall to $90, 000
with probability p3. In addition, let us assume that p1 = p3. Let us further
assume that money can be lent or borrowed at the risk-free interest rate of 10%
per annum. Then, the market comprising of the liquid asset and the risk-free
asset is arbitrage-free, but the replication argument as in [14; 19] fails. To
see how, suppose one forms a porfolio of a units of the liquid asset and an
amount b of money so as to replicate the cash flows of the developable land.
Such a portfolio must satisfy the following system of three equations in two
unknowns.

150, 000a + 1.1b = 540, 000

100, 000a + 1.1b = 120, 000

90, 000a + 1.1b = 60, 000

This system of three equations in two unknowns does not have a solution im-

2This example was picked from [19]
3[14] and [19] considered only up and down-states. In the present case and indeed in

all examples given, the un-changed state is also included and this results into a three jump
process which is more natural.
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plying that perfect replication in incomplete markets is impossible. We may
try risk-neutral valuation approach but as the following example shows, in-
complete markets are characterised by an infinite number of pricing functional
and it is not obvious what the appropriate pricing measure should be.

Example 2
Let us consider a project X with three possible outcomes, $1.2, $1 or $0.8
and respective probabilities 25%, 50% and $25%. The risk-free interest rate is
5% and the cost of capital is 10%. The present value of the project (without
flexibility) is found to be $0.9091 and the set of equivalent martingale measures
Me is

Me =

{
Q =

(
q,

17

22
− 2q, q +

5

22

)
: 0 < q <

17

44

}
.

In this article we study the properties of the minimal entropy martingale
measure in the context of a finite/countable probability space and how it can
be used in the valuation of real options. We shall use multinomial lattices to
model the development of projects and we shall use a risk-neutral valuation
approach to valuate flexibilities associated with nodes of a multinomial lattice.
Our pricing measure will be the minimal entropy martingale measure. The
minimal entropy martingale measure is defined as the probability measure
which minimises relative entropy (with respect to the statistical probability
measure) but prices correctly certain benchmark securities. Candidates for
benchmark securities include the present value as in [1] or the surrogate asset
as in [13].

The minimal entropy martingale measure offers several advantages over
similar measures such as the minimal variance martingale measure. First and
foremost, the principle of minimisation of relative entropy looks for a proba-
bility distribution which is closest to the prior but contains every information
we know about the random variable of interest and this is related to market
efficiency4 according to [6]. The well known duality relationship between min-
imisation of relative entropy and maximisation of exponential utility makes
the minimal entropy martingale measure economically meaningful. Thirdly, if
the minimal entropy martingale exists, it is always equivalent to the objective
probability measure unlike some other martingale measures such as the mini-
mal variance martingale measure which may not always be equivalent to the
objective probability measure. Moreover, in the setting of a finite probability
space, it is not only easy to compute this measure but it is also easy to use it
in practical option pricing examples.

4The efficient market hypothesis [see for example, 7] asserts that financial markets are
”informationally efficient”, or that prices on traded assets, such as stocks, bonds, or property,
already reflect all known information and therefore are unbiased in the sense that they reflect
the collective beliefs of all investors about future prospects.
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2 Minimisation of relative entropy

Let us consider a multi-period market model with N periods covering a period
of time 0 to T. Financial activity occurs at discrete dates 0, 1, . . . , N. Let
(Ω,F, F, P) be a filtered probability space where Ω is the sample space, F is a
filtration with {Ω, ∅} = F0 ⊂ F1 · · · ⊂ FN = P(Ω), where P(Ω) is the power
set of Ω and P is a probability measure on subsets A ∈ F. In the market under
consideration, is a risky asset whose price process Sk, k = 0, . . . , N is adopted
to the given filtration. Assume that the periodic risk free rate is r.

Let M be the set of martingale probability measures which are absolutely
continuous with respect to the prior.

Definition 1 Relative Entropy [2]
Let Q and P be probability measures on (Ω,F). The relative entropy of Q

with respect to P is a number defined as

I(Q, P) =

∫
ln

(
dQ

dP

)
dQ (1)

Relative entropy is a convex function bounded below by zero and though
it gives a measure of how close two probability distributions are, it is not a
metric. These facts are compacted in the following lemma which we shall refer
to later.

Lemma 1 I : M → R is convex and

0 ≤ I(Q, P) ≤ ∞.

A probability measure Q̂ ∈ M is said to be the minimal entropy martingale
measure if

I(Q̂, P) = min
�∈�

I(Q, P).

The purpose of this article is to study the properties of the minimal entropy
martingale on a finite/countable sample space and how it can be used in the
valuation of real options. General continuous time results about the minimal
entropy entropy martingale measure are available in [9] and other sources. We
provide results on less general probability spaces because we believe that under-
standing properties of the minimal entropy martingale measure on less general
probability spaces, may provide avenues for understanding more general re-
sults in addition to making a necessary and desired link between theory and
practise. So, in what follows, assume that Ω is countable and that P(ω) > 0
for all ω ∈ Ω. In this case the filtration F is generated by countable partions of

Ω. Equation (1) becomes I(Q, P) =
∑

ω∈Ω Q(ω) ln
(
�(ω)
�(ω)

)
and it is understood

throughout the paper that 0 ln(0) = 0.
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3 The minimal entropy martingale measure

on a single period countable sample space

Let P be a probability measure on a countable sample space Ω and let a : Ω →
R+ be a bounded functional on Ω representing gross stock returns over a single
period. In other words, if the current value of the stock is S, then at the end of
the period the value will be Sa(ω), ω ∈ Ω. In the market under consideration
is risk free asset whose periodic interest rate is r.

It is assumed that the market under consideration does not admit any ar-
bitrage opportunities. By the Fundamental Theorem of Asset Pricing (FTAP)
[3; 10; 11; 12], there exists a probability measure Q equivalent to P and is such
that the discounted stock price process is a martingale under Q.

The set of martingale probability measures M is defined as follows:

M =

{
Q :

∑
ω∈Ω

Q(ω) = 1, Q ≥ 0 &
∑
ω∈Ω

Q(ω)a(ω) = 1 + r

}
.

The notation Q ≥ 0 implies that Q(ω) ≥ 0 for all ω ∈ Ω.
Given the set of all martingale measures M, we have to solve the following

optimisation problem.

min
�∈�

∑
ω∈Ω

Q(ω) ln

(
Q(ω)

P(ω)

)
. (2)

The following lemma shows that if the minimiser to (2) exists, it must neces-
sarily have an exponential density5.

Lemma 2
Let x ∈ R such that

∑
ω∈Ω P(ω)exa(ω) < ∞ and let Q̆ be a probability measure

with an exponential density of the form

Q̆(ω) =
P(ω)exa(ω)∑

ω∈Ω P(ω)exa(ω)
. (3)

Then, for any Q ∈ M, it follows that

∑
ω∈Ω

Q(ω) ln

(
Q(ω)

P(ω)

)
≥ x(1 + r) − ln

(∑
ω∈Ω

P(ω)exa(ω)

)
. (4)

5The general results that the minimal entropy martingale measure must have an expo-
nential density is known from the results in (author?) [9]. However, as mentioned earlier,
it is necessary to reproduce these results on less general spaces as it provides a simpler way
of understanding properties of the minimal entropy martingale and this also suggests (as in
equation (6)) ways of how it can be computed in practise.
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Proof:
The case x = 0 follows from Lemma 1. Assume therefore that x 	= 0. The

relative entropy I(Q, Q̂) of Q with respect to Q̆ is given by

I(Q, Q̆) =
∑
ω∈Ω

Q(ω) ln

(
Q(ω)

Q̆(ω)

)
=

∑
ω∈Ω

Q(ω) ln (Q(ω)) −
∑
ω∈Ω

Q(ω) ln
(
Q̆(ω)

)
=

∑
ω∈Ω

Q(ω) ln (Q(ω)) −
∑
ω∈Ω

Q(ω) ln (P(ω)) − x
∑
ω∈Ω

a(ω)Q(ω) + ln

(∑
ω∈Ω

P(ω)exa(ω)

)

=
∑
ω∈Ω

Q(ω) ln

(
Q(ω)

P(ω)

)
− x(1 + r) + ln

(∑
ω∈Ω

P(ω)exa(ω)

)
.

Equation (4) follows from Lemma 1.
Let f(x) = (1+ r)x− ln

(∑
ω∈Ω P(ω)exa(ω)

)
. The left hand side of equation

(4) can be viewed as a dual formulation of the right hand side and the dual
problem is

max
x∈�

f(x) (5)

As a result, we have the following Duality Theorem.

Theorem 1

(a) Weak Duality: If Q ∈ M and x ∈ R, then, I(Q, P) ≥ f(x).

(b) Strong Duality: If γ is the optimal solution to the dual problem in(5),
then, Q̆ as defined in (3) ( with x = γ) solves the primal problem in (2).

Proof:

(a) Weak duality is covered in Lemma 2.

(b) If γ is the optimal solution to the dual problem (5), then,

f ′(γ) = (1 + r) −
∑

ω∈Ω P(ω)a(ω)eγa(ω)∑
ω∈Ω P(ω)eγa(ω)

= 0

⇒
∑

ω∈Ω P(ω)a(ω)eγa(ω)∑
ω∈Ω P(ω)eγa(ω)

= 1 + r (6)

OR
∑
ω∈Ω

Q̆(ω)a(ω) = 1 + r.
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In other words, if γ is the optimal solution to the dual problem in (5), then,
Q̆ as defined in (3) belongs to M and by Lemma 2, solves the primal problem.
Note also that

f ′′(x) = −V ar�x (a) < 0

where

Qx(ω) =
P(ω)exa(ω)∑

ω∈Ω P(ω)exa(ω)
, x ∈ R.

This shows that f is strictly concave on R. So the optimal γ (if it exists) is
unique.

But can such a γ be found? It is well known [see, for example, 2; 5; 8; 9]
that if there exists a probability measure equivalent to the objective measure
P with finite relative entropy, then, the minimal entropy martingale measure
Q̂ does exist. By the no-arbitrage assumption and The Fundamental Theorem
of Asset Pricing, we know that such an equivalent martingale measure does
exist.

4 Real options valuation in multinomial lat-

tices

Let us consider a multi-period multinomial lattice with N periods covering a
period from 0 to T. Let R be the periodic risk-free gross rate. There are three
assets in the multinomial model. The deterministic bond whose price processes
is

Bk = Rk, k = 0, . . . , N

and two risky assets whose price processes are given as follows.
An asset S which follows a multiplicative multinomial distribution over

discrete points 0, 1, . . . , N with parameters a1, . . . , aM ; p1, . . . , pM . This implies
that if the the current stock price is S0, then, over the next period, the stock
can jump to a1S0 with probability p1, to a2S0 with probability p2 and so on
up to aMS0 with probability pM where ai > 0 for all i and

∑N
i=1 pi = 1.

In other words,

P (Sk = an1
1 an2

2 · · ·anM
M S0|S0) = k!

pn1
1 · · · pnM

M

n1! · · ·nM !
,

where nj ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}, j = 1, . . . , M and n1 + n2 + . . . + nM = k for k =
0, 1, . . . , N.

Likewise, the second asset follows a multiplicative multinomial distribu-
tion with parameters ã1, . . . , ãM ; p1, . . . , pM . The probability distribution of
the second asset is

P

(
S̃k = ãn1

1 ãn2
2 · · · ãnM

M S̃0|S̃0

)
= k!

pn1
1 · · · pnM

M

n1! · · ·nM !
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where
∑M

i=1 pi = 1, ãi > 0 for all i, nj ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}, j = 1, . . . , M and n1 +
n2 + . . . + nM = k for k = 0, 1, . . . , N.

The first asset is tradeable and the second is not but it is the underlying
asset for an option with pay-off

CN =
(
S̃N − K

)+

(7)

where K is the strike price.
We assume that the market comprising of the stock and bond is arbitrage

free. Then,

Theorem 2
The minimal entropy price Ĉ0 of the real option with pay off (7) is given by

Ĉ0 =

(
ν̂

R

)N

N !S̃0

∑
(n1,n2,...,nN )′∈�

M∏
i=1

(q̃i)
ni

ni!
− KR−NN !

∑
(n1,n2,...,nN )′∈�

M∏
i=1

(q̂i)
ni

ni!
.

where

A =

{
(n1, n2, . . . , nM)′ :

M∑
i

ni = N, ãn1
1 ãn2

2 . . . ãnN
N S̃0 > K, ni ∈ N ∪ {0}, i = 1, . . . , M

}
,

ν̂ = q̂1ã1 + . . . + q̂M ãM (8)

is the expected value of the non-traded asset under the (single period) minimal
entropy martingale measure, q̃i = �qi�ai

ν
, i = 1, . . . , M ;

q̂i =
pie

γai∑M
j=1 pjeγaj

, i = 1, . . . , M

and γ is the unique scalar which solves (uniquely)

M∑
j=1

pj(aj − R)exaj = 0. (9)

The following lemma will be used to prove Theorem 2.

Lemma 3
The Radon-Nikodym density of the minimal entropy martingale measure Q̂

with respect to the prior P in a multi-period multinomial model with N periods
can be written as

dQ̂

dP
=

eγ(n1a1+n2a2+...aM nM )(∑M
j=1 pjeγaj

)N
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where nj ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N}, j = 1, . . . , M ; n1 + n2 + . . . + nM = N and γ solves
(9) uniquely.

Essentially, the message of the lemma is that the density of the minimal
entropy martingale measure in a multi-period multinomial model is equal to
the product (in accordance with the information structure) of single period
densities [18].

Proof of Theorem 2.

Ĉ0 = R−NE�� max
(
S̃N − K, 0

)
= R−N

∑
ω∈Ω

Q̂(ω) max
(
S̃N − K, 0

)
= R−N

∑
(n1,n2,...,nN )′∈�

N !

M∏
i=1

(q̂i)
ni

ni!
(S̃N − K)

= R−N
∑

(n1,n2,···,nN )∈�

N !∏M
i=1 ni!

{
S̃0

M∏
i=1

(ãiq̂i)
ni − K

M∏
i=1

(q̂i)
ni

}

= R−NN !S̃0

∑
(n1,n2,...,nN )′∈�

M∏
i=1

(ãiq̂i)
ni

ni!
− KR−NN !

∑
(n1,n2,...,nN )′∈�

M∏
i=1

(q̂i)
ni

ni!

=

(
ν̂

R

)N

N !S̃0

∑
(n1,n2,...,nN )′∈�

M∏
i=1

(q̃i)
ni

ni!
− KR−NN !

∑
(n1,n2,...,nN )′∈�

M∏
i=1

(q̂i)
ni

ni!
.

The call-put parity is

Ĉ0 = P̂0 + S̃0

( ν

R

)N

− K

RN
.

For binomial models, we have M = 2 and if we let P1 = p, a1 = u, ã1 = ũ,
a2 = d and ã2 = d, we have that P2 = 1 − p and from equation (9) we have
that

p(u − R)eγu + (1 − p)(d − R)eγd = 0 ⇒ eγ(u−d) =
(1 − p)(R − d)

p(u − R)
. (10)

From equations (8) and (10), we have

q̂1 = q =
peγu

peγu + (1 − p)eγd

=
p

p + (1 − p)e−γ(u−d)

=
R − d

u − d
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and q̂2 = 1 − q = u−R
u−d

. The minimal entropy price Ĉ0 becomes

Ĉ0 =

(
ν̂

R

)N

S̃0

∑
n≥n0

(
N
n

)
q̃n (1 − q̃)N−n − KR−N

∑
n≥n0

(
N
n

)
q̂n (1 − q̂)N−n

where ν = (R−d)ũ+(u−R)d̃
u−d

, n0 =
ln
�

K
S̃0

�
−N ln ũ

ln(ũ)−ln(d̃)
and q̃ = ũ(R−d)

ũ(R−d)+d̃(u−R)
.

Remark 1
The exercise style of real options is mainly American type as opposed to Eu-
ropean type. Therefore, Theorem (2) gives a closed formula for the minimal
entropy value of a real option in a multinomial lattice and this is useful mainly
for theoretical purposes. For practical purposes, the next section illustrates a
few examples where the minimal entropy martingale measure can be used to
price real options.

5 Examples

Example 3 Example 1 continued.
Using the information given in Example 1, we constructed the minimal

entropy martingale for the single period model6. This construction requires
knowledge of objective probabilities and for simplicity, we let p1 = p3.

Let X̃1(ωi), i = 1, 2, 3 be the values for the optimal design in each of the
states of nature next year.Then,

V0 =
1

1 + r

3∑
i=1

X̃1(ωi)Q̂(ωi) − 120, 000

is the value of the option of postponing land development. We calculated values
of the postponement option for different values of the middle jump probability
parameter p2 and results are shown in Table 1.

p2 0.00 0.10 0.20 0.33 0.50 0.67 ≥ 0.7
Project Value ($1000) 80.00 77.91 75.96 73.57 70.90 68.62 0.00

Table 1: This table shows the value of the postponement option computed
using the minimal entropy martingale measure.

Clearly, the table shows that as long as p2 < 0.7, it is better to develop the
land after one year as opposed to developing immediately.

6The matlab code used can be provided on request
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Example 4 Example 3 continued.
Let us suppose that construction costs can also vary independently of the flat
sale prices. In particular, let us assume that the cost for constructing a six
flat design is $480, 000 this year and next year is either $500, 000 (up-state),
$480, 000 (unchanged-state) or $450, 000 (down-state). Similarly, the cost for
constructing a nine flat design is $810, 000 this year and next year is either
$840, 000 (up-state), $810, 000 (unchanged-state) or $760, 000 (down-state). It
is further assumed that for a given state, investment decisions are made after
knowing all the costs.

Let u, s and d denote the up-state, unchanged-state and down-state for the
sale price for each flat and let uc, sc, dc denote the up-state, the unchanged-
state and the down-state respectively for the construction costs. In addition,
we let pc

1, p
c
2 and pc

3 represent the probability that the construction costs will
go up, remain the same and go down respectively and for simplicity, we let
pc

1 = pc
3 = 0.5(1 − pc

2). In this case, we have a nonanomial lattice and Table 2
shows all possible states of this lattice, their corresponding probabilities, the
optimal flat design which can be developed in a given state and the value from
developing that design.

State State Optimal State Optimal Value of

State Probability Design Design Value X̃1 the Liquid Asset
ω1 = ucu P1 = p1p

c
1 Nine 510, 000 150, 000

ω2 = ucs P2 = p1p
c
2 Six 100, 000 100, 000

ω3 = ucd P3 = p1p
c
3 Six 40, 000 90, 000

ω4 = scu P4 = p2p
c
1 Nine 540, 000 150, 000

ω5 = scs P5 = p2p
c
2 Six 120, 000 100, 000

ω6 = scd P6 = p2p
c
3 Six 60, 000 90, 000

ω7 = dcu P7 = p3p
c
1 Nine 590, 000 150, 000

ω8 = dcs P8 = p3p
c
2 Six 150, 000 100, 000

ω9 = dcd P9 = p3p
c
3 Six 90, 000 90, 000

Table 2: Land development project: Optimal designs in a nonanomial lattice

Let us assume that the dynamics of the liquid asset are independent of the
dynamics of the construction costs and remain as before. The last column in
Table 2 shows the value of the liquid asset in each of the possible states. Using
these values, we can construct minimal entropy probabilities for a nonanomial
single period lattice as follows.

Q̂(ωi) =
Pie

γai∑9
i=1 Pjeγaj

, i = 1, . . . , 9
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where a = (1.5, 1.0, 0.9, 1.5, 1.0, 0.9, 1.5, 1.0, 0.9) and γ solve the following equa-
tion.

9∑
i=1

Pie
xai(ai − 1 − r) = 0.

Let X̃1(ωi), i = 1, . . . , 9 represent values for the optimal design in each of

the states of nature next year and let X̃0 be the minimal entropy value for
postponing land development. Then,

X̃0 =
1

1 + r

9∑
i=1

X̃1(ωi)Q̂(ωi) − 120, 000.

Table 3 shows the value of the postponement option in a nonanomial single
period lattice computed using the minimal entropy martingale measure. We
observe that for all values of pc

2 less than 0.7, there is a positive value associated
with postponement of land development. The developer therefore stands to
gain if development of the land is postponed.

pc
2

p2 0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.50 0.67 ≥ 0.70

0.00 86.06 83.89 81.85 79.96 76.59 74.21 0.00
0.10 85.45 83.28 81.27 79.38 76.02 73.65 0.00
0.20 84.85 82.69 80.68 78.80 75.45 73.09 0.00
0.30 84.24 82.09 80.09 78.22 74.89 72.53 0.00
0.50 83.03 80.90 78.91 77.05 73.75 71.41 0.00
0.70 81.82 79.70 77.73 75.89 72.61 70.29 0.00
0.90 80.61 78.51 76.55 74.73 71.48 69.18 0.00
1.00 80.00 77.91 75.96 74.15 70.90 68.62 0.00

Table 3: This table shows the value of the postponement option in a
nonanomial single period lattice computed using the minimal entropy mar-
tingale measure.

Example 5 Value of an Expansion Option

Suppose that a firm wants to expand project X by a factor e. If K is the
cost of expansion or the exercise price of the option, then, the single period
minimal entropy value of the expansion option is written as

π(X̃) = max

{
1

1 + r

N∑
j=1

q̂j max(xj , exj − K), π

}
(11)
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M
p2 5 50 100 500
0.0 636.77 638.62 638.65 638.86
0.1 635.23 636.51 636.54 636.63
0.2 633.19 634.29 634.33 634.42
0.3 630.98 632.11 632.15 632.25
0.4 628.78 630.01 630.05 630.15
0.5 626.71 628.03 628.08 628.18
0.6 624.84 626.26 626.32 626.42

≥ 0.7 550.00 550.00 550.00 550.00

Table 4: This table shows the value of an expansion option computed using
the minimal entropy martingale measure

where π̄ is the value from immediate exercise.
The present value of the future profitability of a growth firm7 is found to be

$400 million. The volatility of the logarithmic returns on the projected cash
flows was estimated to be 35% per annum and the risk-free rate was assumed to
be 7% per annum. The firm has an option to expand and double its operations
by acquiring its competitor for a sum of $250 million at any time over the next
five years. What is the value of the expansion option?

We constructed a trinomial lattice for the project using the following pa-
rameters: a1 = e0.35

√
Δt, a2 = 1, a3 = e−0.35

√
Δt where Δt = T

M
, T = 5 and M

are the number of time steps. In addition, we assumed the objective probabil-
ities: p1 = p3 = 1

2
(1 − p2) and p2 ≥ 0. We then used single step risk neutral

pricing relations to determine the value of an expansion option.
In Table 4, option values are reported for different values of p2 and number

of time steps M. Option values are decreasing for increasing p2 and settle at
a value of $550 million which is the firm’s static net present value without
flexibility. The value of the expansion option can be found by subtracting this
value from the total value of the firm with an expansion option. Note that for
p2 = 0, option values using the minimal entropy martingale measure match
those given by the binomial models in [17].

7This example was extracted from page 175 of Mun’s Real Option Analysis Book[17].
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6 Conclusion

This article has presented the properties of the minimal entropy martingale
on a countable space space in relation to the problem of real options valuation
in multinomial lattices. We have used examples to illustrate how the mini-
mal entropy martingale measure can be used to valuate real options in higher
dimension multinomial lattices. The methods presented enable us to go be-
yond binomial models in the valuation of real options. The algorithm for the
computation of the minimal entropy martingale measure is able to intertwine
statistical information contained in the objective probability with market in-
formation contained in the minimiser λ and this algorithm is stable meaning
that minimal perturbations to the prior do not result in significant changes in
the computed minimal martingale measure according to Kruk in [16].
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